Cementation of a Dual-Mobility Acetabular Component into a Well-Fixed Metal Shell during Revision Total Hip Arthroplasty: A Biomechanical Validation
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ABSTRACT: Cementation of polyethylene (PE) liners into well-fixed metal shells has become a popular option during revision total hip arthroplasty (THA) particularly for older and frail patients. Although dramatic results were reported with dual-mobility acetabular components to manage hip instability during revision THA, no study evaluated the fixation strength of the cementation of dual-mobility components into well-fixed metal shells. Eight dual-mobility and eight all-PE components were cemented into a metal shell with a uniform 2- to 3-mm cement mantle. The cemented fixation strength was evaluated using lever-out and torsion testing. The interface at which failure occurred was determined. Lever-out testing showed that dual-mobility components failed at significantly higher maximum moment than the all-PE components. No direct comparison could be performed with torsion testing due to early failure of the all-PE component itself before failure of the cement fixation. However, the maximum moments measured were dramatically higher than the in vivo frictional moments classically reported in THA. In addition, failure was always observed at the metal shell/cement interface whenever it did occur. In conclusion, a dual-mobility acetabular component cemented into a well-fixed metal shell could constitute a biomechanically acceptable alternative to acetabular shell removal or PE liner cementation while simultaneously preventing instability of the THA revision. Clinical studies are warranted. © 2012 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Orthop Res 9999:1–7, 2013
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Despite continuous improvements in surgical technique and implant design, the rate of revision total hip arthroplasty (THA) did not decrease over the past few decades.1 Furthermore, with increased life expectancy of THA patients and a trend toward surgical indication at younger ages, demand for THA revisions is projected to double by 2026, and case complexity is likely to increase dramatically.2 Instability constitutes the major indication for THA revision, is the most common reason for failure after revision, and represents the most common reason for isolated acetabular revision and modular component exchange.1,3 Modular component exchange has been proposed in an attempt to manage THA instability while minimizing potential morbidity due to extensive bone loss, intra-operative bleeding, and prolonged operative time accompanying formal revision procedures, particularly for older and frail patients.4,5 Beside instability management, modular component exchange could be required in cases of wear or mechanical failure of the liner. However, liner replacement may be impossible or impractical due to damaged locking mechanisms compromising liner fixation, incompatibility of the available components, non-modularity of the metal shell, or sub-optimal positioning of the acetabular component requiring re-orientation. Previous biomechanical and short-term follow-up clinical studies reported the cementation of polyethylene (PE) liners into well-fixed metal shells is a useful procedure to minimize THA revision morbidity in those indications.6–16 This technique, referred to as the double-socket technique, provided fixation strength higher than the standard locking mechanism and allowed a slight reorientation of the acetabular component.6–16 However, even if the indication of this technique is limited to well-positioned acetabular components within acceptable limits, and in the presence of a preserved abductor mechanism, dislocation may occur after 22–55% of these procedures, especially when the indication for revision is instability.4,6 Therefore, cementation of a constrained triplolar acetabular component into a well-fixed metal shell has been advocated for patients with THA instability history for treating and/or preventing dislocation recurrence.6,17 While previous studies of constrained triplar liners reported mechanical failure rates up to 42.1% at 10-year follow-up,18,19 the overall survival rate of dual-mobility acetabular components has been reported to be as high as 96% at 15-year follow-up with a restoration of hip stability in more than 95% of operated patients.20–23

Despite these encouraging clinical results, no study has reported the cementation of dual-mobility acetabular components into well-fixed metal shells during revision THA. Therefore, we assessed lever-out and torsional strength of the cemented fixation of a stainless steel dual-mobility shell into a well-fixed metal shell to validate the use of this technique in routine surgical practice. We hypothesized that cementing a dual-mobility component is a relevant option providing fixation strength as high as the cementation of a standard all-PE component.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Eight dual-mobility acetabular components (Saturne®, Amplitude, Valence, France) and eight PE acetabular components (Luna®, Amplitude) were cemented into eight pairs of titanium metal shells (Equateur®, Amplitude) for each of two mechanical testing conditions (Figs. 1 and 2). A 60-mm outer diameter of the metal shell is the minimal diameter we recommend to use with the “double-socket” technique. Insertion of 48-mm outer diameter all-PE and dual-mobility components into 60-mm outer diameter metal shells allowed therefore a cement mantle thickness of 2–3 mm. In addition, the smaller outer diameter of the dual mobility component allowing an acceptable thickness of PE for the mobile PE liner is 48 mm with the tested implant. The all-PE cup was machined from ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). The outer surface is designed for cementation with concentric circumferential grooves to interdigitate with the cement. The design of the dual-mobility component is cast from M30NW stainless steel with an outer surface specifically designed for cementation with a peripheral rim and concentric circumferential grooves for cement interdigitation (Fig. 1). To simulate a well-fixed metal shell, titanium shells were securely potted into a mounting fixture using Wood’s metal (Fig. 2). Each construct was assembled to represent the intra-operative conditions of a standard THA revision procedure. A high-speed rotary carbide burr was used to cut a cruciform and circumferential pattern having two concentric grooves 1 mm deep and 2 mm wide into the metal shell inner surface (Fig. 2). This technique has been described in the “double-socket” technique to increase cement interdigitation and fixation strength, particularly when the shell has a smooth inner surface without holes. The cementation technique was performed to mimic the surgeon’s experience intra-operatively. Before cementing, the shell inner surface was carefully cleaned with moist gauze. Standard PMMA bone cement without antibiotics was prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Hygienic®, Colte`ne, Inc., Cuyahoga Falls, OH). After 3.5 min of manual mixing at controlled-room temperature (18–20°C) and humidity (40–50%), a doughy texture was obtained. Then, the cement was thickly applied into the shell. The all-PE or dual-mobility acetabular components were placed into the shell using manual pressure and centralization to ensure a 2–3 mm uniform cement mantle with special attention to avoid a “bottoming out” of the component against the shell (Fig. 3). A 2–3 mm cement mantle provides greater fixation strength than a standard locking liner. Cement was allowed to cure at ≥6 hr before testing.

The fixation strength of the metal shell/cement or cement/acetabular component interface was evaluated with torsion and lever-out testing using a servohydraulic testing machine (858 Mini Bionix II®, MTS Systems, Eden Prairie, MN) until failure occurred at an interface.

Lever-Out Testing

For the dual-mobility components, a lever-arm made from a 100 mm long threaded rod was screwed into a plate welded to the inner surface of the cup. Wood’s metal was poured into the cup, and the construct was secured with a washer contacting the cup rim and captured between two nuts (Fig. 4A). For the all-PE components, a similar lever-arm was screwed into the center of the bearing surface, secured with Wood’s metal, and a nut was screwed onto a retaining washer fixed to the cup with four screws (Fig. 4B). Load was applied to the lever-arm at a controlled-displacement rate of 1 mm/s until failure. Load was monitored with a 2,224 N capacity load cell (Lebow Products, Troy, MI).

Torsion Testing

The mounting fixture was secured to an x–y platform allowing free horizontal motion. To engage the acetabular components, 7 mm deep equatorial slots were machined into the components without damaging the outer surface. A torsion blade connected to the actuator was inserted into the slots (Fig. 5A,B) and rotated at a rate of 1°/s until failure. Load...
was monitored with a 226 N.m capacity load cell (Lebow Products). The maximum lever-out and torsion moments were determined. All constructs were examined to determine the interface at which failure occurred (shell/cement or cement/acetabular component). Occurrence of an audible crack at failure was recorded. Data are presented as mean ± SD (range). Comparisons between maximum torsion and lever-out moments were performed using the Mann–Whitney U test with significance set at $p < 0.05$.

RESULTS

Lever-Out Testing

The mean maximum lever-out moment was significantly higher ($p < 0.001$) for the dual-mobility component (104 ± 8 N.m; range: 94–119 N.m) than for the all-PE component (66 ± 10 N.m; range: 48–80 N.m). Failure always occurred at the metal shell/cement interface with an audible crack, while the cement/acetabular component interface was always preserved (Fig. 6).

Torsion Testing

The mean maximum torsion moment for the dual-mobility component was 128 ± 24 N.m (range: 81–157 N.m). Failure always occurred at the metal shell/cement interface with an audible crack, while the cement/dual-mobility component interface was always preserved. For the all-PE component, no failure of the cement fixation was obtained up to a torsion moment of 200 Nm, which was the safe mechanical limit of the load cell. PE deformation and shearing occurred as the applied loading increased, leading to disengagement of the torsion cross without failure of the cement mantle. Therefore, no direct comparison between the torsion strength of the cemented dual-mobility versus an all-PE acetabular component could be performed.

DISCUSSION

Dual-mobility acetabular components are effective in the treatment and prevention of instability following THA, particularly in patients at high risk for dislocation, with fewer mechanical complications and lower loosening rates than with constrained tripolar acetabular components.18,20,21,23–28 Despite these encouraging results, no study evaluated the fixation strength of
a dual-mobility acetabular component cemented into a well-fixed metal shell compared to a standard all-PE acetabular component. Our results were in agreement with previous studies on cemented fixation strength of PE liners and demonstrated that cementation of a dual-mobility component provided even greater fixation strength, particularly during lever-out testing (Table 1).7,8,10–12,14 Interestingly, failure consistently occurred at the metal shell/cement interface whereas the cement/acetabular component interface was always preserved. This finding contrasts with previous studies in which failure usually occurred at the cement/PE liner interface.7,10–12,14 However, in these studies, PE liners had a smooth outer surface requiring hand-texturing to maximize cement interdigitation, and cementation was performed into multiholed and/or scored metal shells.7,10–12,14 In our study, the cementation was performed into a smooth inner surface titanium metal shell with no screw holes.10,12 In this case, shell roughening with a spider-web pattern using a high-speed rotary tool is recommended as it increases fixation strength by as much as 20%.12,16 In addition, both acetabular components were specifically designed for cement fixation with grooves oriented to oppose both torsion and lever loading. This may explain the absence of dissociation at the cement/acetabular component interface. This observation is supported by previous studies demonstrating that textured and trunion liners offer improved strength over intra-operatively hand-modified liners.10,14 However, surgeons should be aware of the potential for metallic debris resulting from shell roughening. To prevent this potential, we advocate dispensing wet gauze around the acetabulum and shell during the procedure. Toughening of the metal-shell inner surface must then be performed with continuous irrigation and suction to avoid debris egress to the surrounding tissues. When roughening is complete, the gauze should be carefully folded and removed and then pulsed irrigation should be performed with saline solution to clean the joint space.

Despite dissociation at the shell/cement interface, the maximum moments in our study were dramatically higher than in vivo frictional moments reported in THA.29 Using a biaxial hip joint simulator, Davidson et al.29 evaluated the frictional torque produced by 32-mm diameter CoCr or alumina ceramic femoral heads articulating against a UHMWPE liner. At a 5,000 N walking load and using water as lubricant, the frictional torque was 0.94 Nm with CoCr and 0.46 Nm with ceramic.29 These values are considerably lower than even the lowest failure torque that we measured.
with dual-mobility components. Therefore, the cemented fixation strength of dual-mobility component should provide a stable and safe fixation.

Our study has several limitations. These ex vivo testing methods did not exactly reproduce the in vivo failure mechanisms. Neither lever-out nor direct torsion loading is truly physiologic, but both are relatively easy methods to assess the construct fixation strength. In addition, the influence of cyclic loading was not assessed. Further study with cyclic loading could provide data on the effect of fatigue on failure and temporal weakening of the shell/cement or cement/acetabular component interfaces. Moreover, our study did not simulate in vivo conditions such as wetness or temperature that could contribute to cement degradation or adherence.

To minimize this risk of dislocation related to the double-socket technique, use of a larger femoral head, constrained tripolar liner, and dual-mobility acetabular component has been recommended.5,30 However, the inner diameter of the shell limits the PE liner size and head diameter. The liner must be undersized when cemented into a well-fixed shell to provide a uniform cement mantle ensuring the greatest construct strength.7,10 Therefore, a liner with a thin PE wall would have to be used to accept heads >28 mm diameter in some cases. Such liners could be at higher risk of fatigue failure and fracture.31,32 In this regard, cementation of all-metal acetabular components has been proposed to use large-diameter heads.33 However, serious complications emerged with metal-on-metal THA, and there is increasing awareness of potential for early failure.34

The dual-mobility acetabular component (Saturne®) consists of a M30NW stainless steel outer shell with a highly polished inner surface articulated with a mobile intermediate UHMWPE component capturing the femoral head using a snap-fit type mechanism (Fig. 1).21 This principle creates two articulations: a low friction inner bearing between the head and the UHMWPE component, and an outer bearing between the UHMWPE and the shell resulting in an ultra-large effective head (UHMWPE “femoral head” ≥40 mm). This concept explains the dramatic effect on THA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Type of Construct</th>
<th>Interface of Failure</th>
<th>Lever-Out (N.m)</th>
<th>Torsion (N.m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bonner et al.7</td>
<td>Various designs of all-PE liner cemented into a metal shell with or without screw holes</td>
<td>All-PE liner/cement</td>
<td>17.10–88.35</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haft et al.10</td>
<td>Various designs of all-PE liner cemented into a metal shell with or without surface scoring and/or screw holes</td>
<td>All-PE liner/cement</td>
<td>23–146</td>
<td>6.1–65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hofmann et al.11</td>
<td>Roughened or smooth all-PE liners cemented into a metal shell with screw and dome holes using two different cements</td>
<td>All-PE liner/cement</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>117 (mean value for roughened and smooth all-PE liners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauerhan et al.14</td>
<td>Trunion or roughened all-PE liners cemented into a metal shell with screw and dome holes</td>
<td>All-PE liner/cement</td>
<td>50.7 ± 2.8 (roughened all-PE liners); 51.7 ± 3.7 (trunion all-PE liners)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebramzadeh et al.33</td>
<td>All-metal acetabular cup (CoCr alloy) cemented into three different sizes of metal shell with screw and dome holes to vary cement mantle thickness</td>
<td>Cement/metal shell</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>43–57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegryn et al. (current study)</td>
<td>M30NW dual-mobility vs. all-PE acetabular components cemented into a roughened smooth metal shell without screw and dome hole</td>
<td>Cement/metal shell</td>
<td>103.55 ± 8.27 (dual-mobility cups); 66.00 ± 9.52 (all-PE cups)</td>
<td>127.94 ± 23.87 (dual-mobility cups); &gt;200 (all-PE cups)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aMean failure load during lever-out testing for roughened and smooth all-PE liners was 1,377 N. No lever arm information was reported to calculate lever-out torque.
range of motion before impingement in positions at risk of dislocation with a PE volumetric wear similar to a conventional metal-on-PE bearing using a 22.2-mm femoral head.24,30 In contrast, reduced range of motion was described with constrained tripod liners leading to early impingement and increased load transmission to the multiple interfaces including the cement/implant interface.18,19 Therefore, concerns have been raised with constrained liners (increased wear, early loosening, and mechanical failures).18,19 In addition, most constrained liners require hand-made texturing of the smooth PE outer surface to improve cement interdigitation and avoid rapid failure due to liner dissociations.7,10,17 However, the effect of PE texturing on liner weakening and fatigue strength remains unknown.7,10,15 Therefore, when cemented into a well-fixed shell, high risk of device-related mechanical failure with constrained liners was reported at short- to mid-term follow-up.18,25 Previous series also raised concerns regarding PE component loosening and migration at short-term follow-up with the cementation of rigid shells directly into the bony acetabulum.35–37 However, similar to the low dissociation rate reported with all-PE cup cementation into acetabular reinforcement devices (Burch–Schneider cage or Kerboull cross-plate), recent studies on cementation of dual-mobility components reported survival rate up to 99.3% at 8 years post-operatively using acetabular component loosening for aseptic loosening as the endpoint and a restoration of hip stability in 96% of the recurrent dislocating hips.26,37,38–40 Contrarily to other conventional shells, the results reported with dual-mobility components could be related to the fact that most of the motion occurs within the inner bearing surface, avoiding overloading of the dual-mobility component/cement or the acetabulum/cement interface.24,26,30 Another benefit is the absence of retaining rings. Therefore, pull-out forces do not occur on different interfaces of the construct explaining the better result in terms of implant fixation and mechanical survival particularly when cementation is required.19,25

Our results demonstrated that cementation of a dual-mobility acetabular component into a well-fixed metal shell is a biomechanically acceptable alternative to acetabular shell removal or cementation of conventional or constrained PE liners. The dual-mobility component could also prevent instability while assuring stable cemented fixation during revision THA. These promising results are strong rationale for further research in clinical studies of long-term viability of such cemented fixation. Moreover, in those conventional acetabular component revisions using a highly porous trabecular metal shell, the cemented fixation strength of a dual-mobility acetabular component should be improved further due to the high coefficient of friction and volumetric porosity of highly porous structures providing benefits in terms of construct stability.41,42
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